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ABSTRACT
In this contribution, we investigate a graph to signal mapping with
the objective of analysing intricate structural properties of graphs
with tools borrowed from signal processing. We successfully use
a graph-based semi-supervised learning approach to map nodes of
a graph to signal amplitudes such that the resulting time series is
smooth and the procedure efficient and scalable.
Theoretical analysis of this method reveals that it essentially
amounts to a linear graph-shift-invariant filter with the a priori
knowledge put into the training set as input. Further analysis shows
that we can interpret this filter as a Wiener filter on graphs. We
finally build upon this interpretation to improve our results.
Index Terms— Signal processing on graphs, Semisupervised
learning, Spectral analysis, Network science
1. INTRODUCTION
Network science is expanding rapidly with the availability of large
datasets issued from complex systems. In a wide range of applica-
tions, the amount of collected data comes with an intricate organisa-
tion that is naturally or adequately captured by a graph structure. In
that case, the relevant information often lies in the weighted edges
that measure the strength binding entities viewed as nodes of a graph.
Depending on the entities—computers in communication networks
[1], individuals in social or peer-to-peer networks [2] or proteins in
biological systems [3], to cite only a few— the nature of the interac-
tions can be manifold: capacities, contacts, similarities. . . However,
usual graph analytics do not always succeed in revealing or charac-
terising the relational complexity of the underlying systems, such as
communities or hidden patterns. One alternative, constructed on a
duality principle, is then to associate to the graph structure a dual
random walk time series whose states correspond to the nodes and
where the transitions are encoded by the graph edges [4]. Thanks to
this duality, graph analytics transposes to a signal analysis problem
that can benefit from a rich signal processing toolkit.
In other scenarios, each node of a graph is itself the support of
a measure (scalar or vector) that can be interpreted as one sample of
a graph signal. This is for instance the case for temperatures deliv-
ered by a sensor network [5], activity of brain functional regions [6],
or bacteria strains carried by interacting people [7]. The analysis of
these high-dimensional signals supported by complex structures, as
arbitrary graphs, generates a crescent interest [8] but faces the dif-
ficulty that they do not necessarily live in a Euclidean vector space.
Therefore, extending the standard algorithms of signal (or image)
processing to these structured objects is a topical challenge that al-
ready has marked successes. That is notably the case with the dif-
fusion wavelets [9], the wavelets on graphs [10] and more generally
the emerging field of discrete signal processing on graphs [8, 11].
In this contribution, we first tackle the problem of finding a
sensible mapping between the nodes of a graph and the states of
a dual time series. To this end, we propose to use graph-based semi-
supervised learning methods [12] and we show that the results out-
perform standard approaches in many ways: (i) the resulting map-
ping entails dual signals that are smoother; (ii) the solution is unique;
and (iii) algebraically scalable to massive datasets.
In a second step, we give this graph-based semi-supervised
learning mapping an interpretation in terms of spectral filtering.
Notably, we demonstrate that it corresponds to a linear graph-shift
invariant filter, in accordance with the theoretical framework devel-
oped in [11]. In addition, we introduce the notion of Wiener filter in
the context of graph signals, thus contributing to enrich the toolbox
of graph signal processing.
2. DUALITY BETWEEN TIME SERIES AND GRAPHS
2.1. Notations and State of the Art
We consider a discrete graph structure that we note G = (V,E),
with V the set of nodes (|V | = N ) and E ⊆ V × V the set of
edges between any two nodes. We call W the adjacency matrix
whose entries {wij}1≤i,j≤N are the weights of each existing edge
e = (i, j) ∈ E and zero if the nodes i and j are not connected.
Let D = {dii =
∑N
j=1 wij}1≤i≤N be the diagonal matrix of the
nodes’ degree. Finally, we denote L = D−1/2(D −W )D−1/2 the
normalised graph Laplacian.
It is common practice to map time series into graph objects with
the aim of using the relational or the geometric structures of the latter
to better characterise certain hidden dynamics of the former (see [13]
for a survey of a number of proposed mappings). Although the con-
verse transformation is less frequent, it raised a recent and strong
interest where the rich arsenal of signal processing techniques could
be exploited to reveal interesting structural or dynamic properties of
complex networks.
Schematically, we can distinguish two possible approaches to
perform this mapping: one relies on a decomposition of the ma-
trix formW of the graph into node-series that can be interpreted as
many dual time series of the graph. A particularly interesting case
uses multidimensional scaling methods and shows very promising
results [14, 15]. On the other hand, a more direct approach consists
to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of the
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Fig. 1. (a) Cyclic oriented graph (N = 20). (b)-(c) Periodic time
series, dual of the cyclic graph and corresponding to two distinct
permutations p∗, solutions of Eq. (1)
graph and a set of values (integers, real intervals, sequences. . . ) that
the time series can take on. Then, after proper normalisation, the
weights wij are interpreted as transition probabilities between the
different amplitude levels of a random walk.
In this direction, the certainly most accomplished work is pre-
sented in [4] and proposes to find a permutation (or renumbering)
p : {1, . . . , N} → {1, . . . , N} so as to reorder the N nodes of the
graph according to their affinity as measured by the weights. More
precisely, the sought permutation p∗ is solution of the following op-
timisation problem:
p∗ = argmin
p
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wij |p(i)− p(j)|, (1)
imposing p(i) and p(j) to be close in the mapped space when wij
is large, that is for strongly tied nodes i and j. The dual time series
are then generated as random walks visiting the different mapped
amplitude states. One motivation behind this procedure is to get
smooth time series, by precluding too frequent strong discontinuities
in the signal due to transitions between distant amplitudes.
As a striking illustration, we consider the oriented cyclic graph
of Fig. 1a to which we apply the procedure described in [4]. Here,
assuming an initial sequential numbering of the nodes, and owing
to the cyclic structure of the graph, one trivial permutation p∗ is the
identity yielding the periodic dual time series of the plot 1b. How-
ever, the optimisation problem of Eq. (1) is a NP-hard quadratic
assignment problem, which does not systematically have a unique
solution. To circumvent this issue, the authors of [4] propose to use
the simulated annealing heuristic that leads to an approximated solu-
tion of p∗ with no closed-form expression. In the case of the cyclic
graph, we can easily verify that other permutations satisfying (1)
exist, yielding different periodic time series as the one plotted in
Fig. 1c.
Regarding smoothness, the sawtooth solution shows one strong
discontinuity per period. Intuitively though, one would expect the
cyclic graph to be dual of a discretised pure sine wave, a C∞ pe-
riodic function. However, we can easily convince ourselves that no
mapping of {1, . . . , N} onto itself can lead to a pure harmonic sig-
nal as solution of the dual problem stated in [4].
2.2. Duality and Graph-Based Semi-Supervised Learning
We propose to reformulate the mapping problem exposed in the pre-
vious section, as a classification problem using graph-based semi-
supervised learning (SSL) methods [12]. Before adapting it to our
specific problem, we first recall the main lines of SSL. The goal of
graph-based SSL is to assign each node i ∈ V of a non-oriented
graph G = (V,E) of size N , to a class k(i) ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, taking
into account relations of dependence between nodes, via the weights
{wij}1≤i,j≤N , and using a few labelled nodes as training set.
Formally, we write this training set as a label matrix Y of size
N -by-K where each row corresponds to a node in the graph, and
each column corresponds to a class k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. For a labelled
node i, for which a ground truth k(i) ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is known, only
the entry Yi,k(i) = 1 while Yi,k′ = 0, ∀k′ 6= k(i). For unlabelled
nodes, the corresponding rows of Y are identically set to zero. The
objective of the generalised graph-based SSL derived in [12] is to
find the classification matrix F of the same size as Y and solution of
the following optimisation problem:
min
F
{ K∑
k=1
‖Dσ− 12 (F.k − Y.k)‖22︸ ︷︷ ︸
fitting term
+α ‖Dσ− 12F.k‖2L︸ ︷︷ ︸
penalty
}
. (2)
We readily recognise in this setting the expression of a regu-
larised inverse problem where the fitting term forces the sought so-
lution F to match the training set Y and where the penalising term
constrains the solution F to be smooth with respect to the Lapla-
cian semi-norm of the underlying graph. In this expression also, the
regularisation factor α allows to tune the trade-off between these two
effects and σ is a free unifying parameter that was introduced in [16]
to get a canonical formulation of different semi-supervised machine
learning methods: standard (σ = 1) or normalised (σ = 1/2) Lapla-
cian, PageRank (σ = 0). Then, according to [16, 17], the solution
of (2) has a closed-form expression that reads:
F = Cσ,αY
s.t. Cσ,α =
[
(1 + α)IN − αD−σWDσ−1
]−1
. (3)
The classification task is then to assign to each node i the class
k(i) = argmaxk′ Fi,k′ . As it is thoroughly commented in [18],
SSL methods show to perform remarkably well when only a few
labelled points are known.
Let us now apply this SSL scheme to our mapping problem,
seeking for a more relevant and easier to determine mapping be-
tween the nodes of the graph and the amplitudes set of the cor-
responding time series. To start with, we must identify sensible
classes of the nodes and a corresponding training set. Actually, this
choice is relatively free, and therefore we adopt the most obvious one
that amounts to identify two most distant nodes in the graph (w.r.t.
the shortest path) and to label those as the centroids of two distinct
classes. With this choice, the label matrix Y encompasses only two
columns, each of them having only one non-zero entry for its associ-
ated centroid. Then, computing straightforwardly the solution given
by expression (3), yields for a given σ and α, a classification matrix
F with only two columns and real entries comprised in the interval
[0, 1]. Now, instead of sorting the coefficients Fi,1 and Fi,2 to deter-
mine the class of each node i, we form the function defined on each
node:
X(i) =
Fi,1 − Fi,2
Fi,1 + Fi,2
, (4)
corresponding to its relative position with respect to the two classes.
It is this function that we directly associate to a mapping from the
nodes indices {1, . . . , N} onto the time series amplitudes lying in
the interval [−1, 1].
Applied to our toy example of an oriented cyclic graph1, the re-
sulting dual time series corresponding to different choices for the
1To apply SSL methods on oriented graphs, we first symmetrize
the weight matrix (WT +W )/2. This operation does not alter the
proximity relations between nodes, and therefore does not hinder the
pertinence of the mapping. The orientation of the links is taken into
account when generating the states transitions in the dual random
walk.
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Fig. 2. Dual signals of the non-oriented cyclic graph where the
mappings stem from graph-based semi-supervised learning methods
(σ = 1/2) with different regularisation parameters α.
regularisation parameter α are plotted in Fig. 2. Let us notice that in
this particular case, the matrix D of degrees is equal to the identity
matrix and therefore the choice of σ has no effect on the solution
F . In contrast to the permutation solution of Eq. (1), each of these
mappings is uniquely derived from the closed-form expression (3)
and scalable to very large datasets [19]. Moreover, regarding our
original motivation about smoothness of the dual time series, a per-
tinent choice of α yields a harmonic-like solution (see Fig. 2b) as
the paradigm that one would naturally expect for a smooth periodic
function.
3. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING AS A GRAPH SIGNAL
FILTER
As we saw in the previous section, the SSL classifier can be viewed
as an operator whose input is a K-dimensional signal Y defined on
the graph and the output, a transformed version F of it. We now
show in a more general setting, that the SSL solution of Eq. (2) is
the output of a linear, shift-invariant filter consistent with the discrete
signal processing on graphs theory developed in [11]. Furthermore,
we identify the frequency response of this regularising SSL operator
to a Wiener filter.
Thereafter, we consider only non-oriented graphs with doubly
stochastic adjacency matrices W , leading in particular to identity
matricesD and to Laplacians of the form L = IN −W .
3.1. Graph filters
In [11], the authors generalised the linear shift-invariant filter theory
on discrete signals to graph signals. In their framework, the usual
time-shift operator is replaced by a graph-shift operator simply de-
fined as the multiplication by the adjacency matrix. Then, a filter
on a graph signal is said to be linear shift-invariant if it verifies the
superposition principle and commutes with the graph-shift operator.
We use two important results from [11]: (i) a filter H is linear
shift invariant on a graph signal if and only if it can be written as a
polynomial in the graph shift operator h(W )2. (ii) Given the diag-
onalisation W = UΛUT and identifying eigenvectors of the graph
shift to eigenmodes, by analogy to the standard case, the Fourier op-
erator on graphs is defined by F = U−1 = UT . Formally then, the
analogue of the convolution of a graph signal s with a filterH can be
expressed as Ĥs = h(Λ)ŝ, where ·̂ denotes the Fourier transform
and h is the polynomial form ofH .
2Additionally, a general condition is assumed onW which in our
case amounts to say that all the eigenvalues ofW must have a one-
multiplicity. This condition is circumvented, as suggested in [11],
using an equivalent filter on a graph shift operator W ′ constructed
by slightly changing the eigenvalues ofW .
Let us now use the diagonalisation of W and rewrite the semi-
supervised learning operator Cσ,α defined in Eq. (3) as:
Cσ,α = U
[
(1 + α)IN − αΛ
]−1
UT
=
N∑
i=1
ui
1
(1 + α)− αλi u
T
i
=
N∑
i=1
ui gα(λi)u
T
i . (5)
Since the set of entries {λi : i ∈ {1, . . . , N}} of the diagonal
matrix Λ is finite, we can find an interpolating polynomial hα(λ)
verifying ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, hα(λi) = gα(λi). Then, Eq. (5) reads:
Cσ,α = Uhα(Λ)U
T = hα(W ), (6)
thus proving that the SSL operator Cσ,α is a linear shift-invariant
graph filter on Y .
In standard Fourier analysis on L2(R), the eigenvalues of the
continuous Laplacian operator are the square of its eigenfrequencies.
By identification and recalling that we considered graphs such that
L = IN − W , we pose ωi =
√
1− λi, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the
eigenfrequencies of the graph. With this change of variables, the
(eigen-)frequency response of the SSL filter becomes:
g˜α(ωi) = gα(1− ω2i ) = 1
1 + αω2i
. (7)
We recognise in the above expression (7), the frequency respon-
se of an optimal Wiener filter found in usual signal processing theory
to solve the following problem: let y = x + η, be the observation
of a signal x corrupted by an additive white Gaussian noise η inde-
pendent of x. Estimating x faces an ill-posed inverse problem that
we tackle imposing a Tikhonov regularisation on the least square
regression. Choosing, as the penalty, to minimise the L2-norm of
the gradient, or equivalently the Laplacian, yields a similar form as
in (7), where α is the inverse of the signal to noise ratio [20].
3.2. Graph signal Wiener filter and duality
Let us reinterpret the smooth mapping we obtained from semi-
supervised learning applied to the oriented cyclic graph of Fig. 1a,
in the light of the Wiener filtering of a graph signal. Using Eq. (4),
we transformed the initial classification problem into the estimation
of a one-dimensional function X defined on the nodes of a graph.
Following the same lines, we can consider the label matrix Y of
Eq. (3) to be the observation measured on the nodes of a graph and
being the input of the Wiener-like SSL filter. For instance, we can
assume that the time series plotted in Fig. 1c, is a rough and possibly
noisy version of an underlying smooth signal that we want to recover
using SSL filtering. Fig. 3 shows the results obtained for different
values of the regularisation parameter α. Plots in the left column
represent the input Y (i) and the output X(i) of the SSL filter. The
right column displays the corresponding Graph-Fourier transforms
Ŷ (λi) and X̂(λi) superimposed to the frequency response of the
low-pass filters of expression (7).
A small value of the regularisation parameter (α = 0.1 in the top
plots) is not very stringent on the smoothness penalty in relation (2).
By contrast, it gives a high confidence to the observation, which is re-
flected by a SSL filter with a all-pass frequency response that leaves
the input almost unchanged. Conversely, an overstressed regularisa-
tion term (α = 1000 in the bottom plots) overwrites the entire rele-
vance of the input, with an equivalent SSL filter that zeroes all the
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Fig. 3. Semi-supervised learning as a graph signal filter. Left co-
lumn: input (black dashed) and output (blue plain) of the SSL fil-
ter. Right column: frequency response (red curve) of the SSL filter
(Eq. (7)) superimposed to the graph Fourier transforms of the input
(black) and of the output (blue). Top row: α = 0.1. Middle row:
α = 10. Bottom row: α = 1000.
frequency modes in the spectral domain. Finally, α = 10 (middle
plots) yields a low-pass SSL filter with a cut-off frequency that pre-
serves the first harmonic only. The corresponding output achieves a
a good trade-off between smoothness and coherence with the input.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of the current paper is twofold: on one hand,
it introduces a graph-based semi-supervised learning technique to
derive more adaptive and more efficient mappings between graphs
and time series. Compared to the state-of-the-art, our method yields
smoother time series that are easier to analyse in general. More-
over, the formulation we proposed leads to a unique solution, whose
closed-form expression is algebraically straightforward and scalable
to large datasets. On the other hand, our work bridges an original
connection between graph-based semi-supervised learning and the
theory of linear graph-shift invariant filters, with special emphasis
on optimal Wiener filters.
Since SSL techniques form a wide class of statistical classi-
fiers, they open further research directions. We first plan to benefit
from key characteristics of SSL to investigate adaptive mappings that
match the changes of dynamic graphs. We also conduct an ongoing
work to investigate the use ofN classes instead of only 2, bearing in
mind to take advantage of the classifier to derive efficient algorithms
for mining multiscale communities.
By revisiting graph-based semi-supervised learning in terms of
linear graph-shift invariant signal filtering, we embedded the duali-
ty problem into a more general framework of signal recovery from
noisy observations. Under this angle, we believe that we can lever-
age the assets of SSL to better deal with uncertainty. Here, uncer-
tainty may relate to the signal observed on the nodes of the graph
(e.g. the a priori knowledge of a training set), or to the graph struc-
ture itself which may be known only partially or unreliably.
Finally, in the present contribution, we focused on graphs corre-
sponding to doubly stochastic weight matrices. An important ques-
tion that is left open is to better understand the role of the canon-
ical parameter σ in the relation (2) and its impact on the (general)
eigenvectors of the weight matrixW . We are currently considering
general graphs beyond the case of Markov matrices.
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